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North-west Karakoram-1970
Trevor Braham

During July 1. H. Braham, M. Briggs, C. Meredith and E. Thurrell made
attempts on Dobani and Snow Dome. From Gilgit on 9 July we motored
in two jeeps with all our baggage 28 miles via omal to altar village,
3000 m. Here, armed with a letter addressed to the village headman, we
had the good fortune to obtain two excellent local men, Burum and
Jamset. They remained with us until we returned to Gilgit about three weeks
later, acting as porters above the now-line and providing pack transport for
the journey from Naltar to Base Camp and back. We paid them Rs 5 per day,
and the rate for pack animals was Rs 10 (120-130 Ib).

On 10 July we left the comfortable forest rest-house and began the march up
the valley with our two men and five pack animals. Our intention was to set
up a base at the top of the valley, as close as possible below the Baj Gaz pass.
In a day and a half we covered about 18 miles, establishing a base on an
alp at about 3800 m, 3 miles beyond the highest dwellings and within a
couple of miles of the watershed into Ishkuman. The main Shani glacier
flowed below us to the south-east and directly above our camp towered Shani
Peak, 5886 m, a triple-headed giant, one of the most dramatic-looking moun
tains any of us had ever seen. Attempted route-finding on its vertical and
overhanging faces of rock and ice soon dissipated with the relentless thunder
of avalanches off its east side.

Burum and Jamset told us that the route over the Divide to the Karambar
valley in Ishkuman was familiar enough, though the name Baj Gaz was not;
nor were they sure how practicable it would be for pack animals. On 12 July
we decided to take them over it in order to prove both points. We were due
for a surprise. Within two hours of Base Camp we were over the top of an easy
snow-pass at about 4340 m and then down on the other side over crevassed
snow-fields to the moraine of a small glacier, far enough down to glimpse a
pleasant, wooded valley 7 to 8 miles below. We were a bit shaken when our
compass told us that we were looking due west. The Baj Gaz valley, according
to the map, led north-north-west. The porters then revealed that two separate
routes existed here, both leading from the Naltar pass which we had just
crossed. The right-hand one led down the Phakor valley to Phakor village on
the Karambar, that on the left led down the Hayul. valley to the large settle
ment of Chator Khand, about four miles south of Phakor village.

During the next three days we reached the Divide at three different points,
all higher than the Naltar pass, the lowest being 4420 m and the highest
over 4600 m. These were reached from glacier basins to the north-west,
north and north-east of our Base Camp. On all these excursion snow, ice and
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rock work were involved to a greater or les er degree. From none of these
points could we see a reasonable descent to the other side. Indeed, the dividing
ridge, which was quite sharp, fell away precipitously almost everywhere. We
were able at least to form a general picture of the watershed, which seemed
to follow a semi-circular direction from south-east to north-west, though not
with a marked break to the north where the map showed the Baj Gaz pass
(which by now we were beginning to regard as a myth).

The valley on the other side of the Divide, flowing roughly from west to east,
appeared to be the Daintar. A prominent peak directly north of the Divide, its
long South ridge abutting against it at a snow-col and then sweeping upwards
for about half a mile, seemed reconcilable with a point marked 596r m on
the map. Peak 6293 m, located 6 miles behind this mountain to the north,
was probably obscured by it and had not b en visible to us.



62 The Twills from Twins glacier

Above Rase amp there was a mountain rising to the north of the ('altar pass,
the Sentinel, which seemed worthy of an ascent. South-west of the :\faltar
pass, behind the .fierce hani Peak, were the Twins, two magnificent ice-fluted
mountains marked 5861 m on the map. A few miles down the main valle
was the Shani Snow Dome, seemingly oflering no technical difficulties.
Alongside it, and probably about +50 m higher, was an attractive peak with
a long and complicated orth ridge of rock towers and steep ice.

On the principle that the first climb had better be an easy one wc all set out
for the Shani now Dome on 16 July, accompanied hy Burum, leaving Jamset
as camp guard at ba e. Fi e hours of fairly steep going along boulder-strewn
slopes brought us to the Daintar pas at 4600 m. Here we divided into two
groups. Briggs, Meredith and Thurrell continued south along the ridge to
establish a camp 400 Ft higher. The following day the first two attempted the
Snow Dome. At the end of the ridge beyond their camp they de cendcd
through the seracs of a small glacier to reach the broad, snow-covered North
face. They worked their way through a zone of crevasses up to within 400 ft
of the top, when a severe storm struck at about elev n o'clock so they wisely
decided to forego the summit-estimated height about 5180 m.
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:\1 decision to descend to the Daintar was prompted by curio ity. J felt that
we could not leave the area without clearing lip some of the confusion over
the Baj Gaz: nor without examining more clo ely the approache to Peak
6293 m, if not from the west then at lea t from the east. The route over the
Divide into the Daintar is said to be occa ionally used though it is not uitable
for sheep. After breaking through a snow-cornice which covered the top of the
ridge, we were faced with a descent of 750 Ft of shattered rock at an angle of
50° that ended in a wide crevasse. Late that evening we camped in th Daintar
valley in a delightful sheltered glade amidst birch woods. Across the river
herds of sheep were moving down the valley in the declining sun. We con
tinued our descent early next morning, meeting large flocks moving up the
valley for their daily grazing.

The next two days were perhaps the most enjo able of the whole trip, and
certainly the most enlightening. Setting up a camp about a mile below the
snout of the Karengi glacier where Burumwas left in charge, Dadu and I
explored the head of the valley. The Cambridge niversity expedition of 1954
was probably among the first to visit the Karengi. 1 They travelled to the head
of the glacier and made an attempt on Peak 5877 m, a prominent snow-dome
apparently devoid of technical difficulty, which stands on the Karengi- at
:\Iarao Divide. It was reported by Dadu to have been climbed since by

1 ee A.J. 6049.
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German and Japanese parties, with whom he had been employed as porter;
records of these ascents appear to be lacking.

On a morning of intermittent sleet and rain we were stopped by a 50-ft ice
wall from reaching the very head of the glacier, having traversed the entire
ice-fall with urprisingly little difficulty. Our reward was a complete reorien
tat ion of the picture conveyed by the map. The Karengi glacier, about six
miles long, flows south; the lower valley veering sharply east towards Taling,
which lies about seven miles below its snout. Into the basin at its head drain
two subsidiary glaciers. From the west, a tributary terminating in a compli
cated ice-fall leads to a prominent flat-topped summit of about 5490 m. On
the eastern side, a relatively low dividing ridge appears to provide a pass to the
Sat Marao glacier, which is a tributary of the larger Kukuay. The tributary to
the north-west sweeping round behind to the west contains the large snow
peak, 6293 m. Thus was extinguished our last hope of launching an attempt
on this mountain. The long approach and the need to employ agar men out
weighed the 'gentle slopes by the South-east ridge'-the opinion of the
Germans in 1959, with which I could only too regretfully concur.

Back at Shani base 24 July dawned clear. It had been our intention to attempt
the vVestern Twin, 5861 m, slightly the higher and seemingly the less diffi
cult of the two. Prior to the storm we had carried a tent and some food to a
point above the Twins ice-fall at about 4600 m. We found a cairn here. 1

Exploring further ahead, we discovered a feasible route down to the glacier
draining between the Twin peaks. This flows north, and a subsidiary basin to
its west contains a group of three peaks, about 5180 m, two of which seemed
to offer good climbing. After several days of fresh snow-fall we judged that an
attempt on the Twins, with the need to place one or probably two camps on
an avalanche-prone Jorth face, was not immediately practicable.

Our time was nearly up and a lesser objective had to be found. The Sentinel,
c 5180 m, the highest point on the Divide, seemed the obvious choice. In a
day of brilliant sunshine, traversing snow-fields under fatiguing conditions,
the transfer of the old Twins camp was achieved to a magnificent site at about
4620 m overlooking the ice-fall of a small glacier draining from the South
face of the Sentinel. Burum and I left Briggs and Meredith here late on the
afternoon of 25 July. There had been fine views of Rakaposhi and Minapin
and the Batura; of Trivor, Momhil Sar, Disteghil Sar; of the Hindu Raj in
the distance to the north-west and, over 100 miles away to the south, of the
gigantic mass of Nanga Parbat.

I The Germans in 1959 probably camped here before climbing a point estimated at
4900 m south of the Naltar pass.
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The following day Briggs and Meredith left their camp at 6am. Quickly
cramponing past an avalanche chute they tackled the South face at an angle of
45°-50°, reaching the summit ridge in three hours. The summit was only
500 ft above but about a quarter-of-a-mile away along a ridge that was
exceedingly steep and expo ed. Two ice-screws were used here and two
hour were needed for this ection. They reached the top at 11 am and were
rewarded with magnificent view. They were able to obser e that the col from
the Dajntar valley formed a comfortable plateau about half a mile wide before
dropping away teeply out of sight towards Ishkuman (via the Baj Gaz ?).
They agreed that the large snow-peak 6293 m to the north looked climbable,
but a long way away. Alas, details of the topography to the north, especially
to the north-west, will ha e to await research b future geographers.

On 27 July we left Base Camp for the last time, accompanied by Burum,
Jamset and four pack animals. It was a long day's journey to Naltar, and when
we arrived after ten hours' march \ e were back in a different world.

The co"t of the expedition in Pakistan worked out at just over £100 per head.
The additional cost for three member of the party who travelled to Pakistan
by air was £150 per head for return tickets London-Karachi by special charter
fti ht.
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